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Gustavo Rodrlguez Efüarrarás, 
EXECUTIVE SECRET ARY OF OLADE. 

lt is imperative to note thot the growth of this industry in our region has been mode monifest 
in o very special way during the last two decades -as Dr. Szekely points out- many times as a 
substitute for cotton, wool, furs, hídes, etc.; and thís has necessarily given ríse to new socio - 
economic patterns in many of our countries. This has led to the urgent necessíty of defíning a 
policy which, without hindering the development of the petrochemical sector, would orient it to a 
broader satísfaction of the needs of our populations, on the basis of a wholesome equílibrium 
between the technical dependency associoted with the secondary petrochemical processes and the 
economic ond employment impact involved in the production of tradítional natural products by our 
populations. Such an equillbriurn would really oid in compensating the socio-economic sectors 
which ore currently displaced by the invasion of petrochemical substitutes in the markets, by 
takíng odvantoge of the lack of, or deficiency in, the policies associoted with the use of these importan! 
products in the modern life of our societíes. 

From the economic ond social points of view, an attempt has been mode to demonstrate 
the drawbacks ond benefits thot the development of this industry entoils for our countries, especiolly 
in terms of employment, investment, Stote control, ond technologícol dependency. This study 
olso ossesses the indusrrv's interrelationship wíth the environment ond the heolth of the population, 
as wel 1 as the impact on regional development. 

At the request of OLADE, the presenl work was undertoken by Dr. Francisco Szekely, an 
advisor for this Organization and o professor ond reseorcher ot the University of Texas. Herein, 
it was sought to present, as objectively as possible, the status of the regional petrochemicol industry, 
os well os the levels of production ond consumption of basic petrochemical products. 

The incidence of energy on, and its interoction with, the petrochernícol sector, especiolly 
with bosic petrochem istry, led the Latin American Energy Orqonizotlon (OLADE) to investigate the 
general situation of this sector which is so importan! in ·the economic development ·of many 
countries in the region. 

FOREWORD 
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l. Petrochemistry has had one of the highest industrial growth rotes over the last 30 years. 
2. The basic petrochemical products are distributed among a reduced number of intermediate 

consumers who re-process them in order to mee! the demand of the large markets for 
petrochemical end products such as plastics, fertilizers, synthetic fíbers, and others. 

3. The petrochemical industry has displaced the use of sorne natural products such as cotton, 
agave, wool, etc. 

4. Basic petrochemistry is currently growing rapidly in the United States and in Latin America; 
whereas in Western Europe and Jopan, production has declinad in recen! years. The Arab 
countries hove a relatively new petrochemical industry, but they intend to produce 5% of 
the world demand by the yeor 2000. 

5. In Latin America and the Caribbean, three countries (Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina) account 
for 85% of the basic petrochemical production, with a lesser participation by other countríes 
such as Venezuela, Colombia, and Peru. 

6. Latin America and the Caribbean show a déficit in their interna! petrochemical demand, 
for they generate 3.8% of the world production but demand 4.7% of the sorne. A large 
percentage of the existing petrochemical plants hove been financed with extra-regional 
capital, and this. has contributed fowards a very high foreign debt for the latín American 
and Caribbeon orea. 

7. Latín America and the Caribbean constitute the region of non-industrialized dependen! 
countries (NIDC's) having the lorgest growth rote for both production and demand. The 
principal products for consumption ore: ethylene, propylene, and amrnonia on the basis 
of methanol. Just between 1977 and 1980, the regional production of propylene, benzine, 
and e.thylene increased by 284, 275, ond 217%, respectively. 

8. The regional consumption of basic petrochemicol products has a 15% annual growth rote. 
9. The technology of the petrochemical industry is sophisticoted and capital-intensiva. This 

suggests that the NIDC's which promote this industry need to hove occess to capital, know- 
how, and specialized personnel.. Latín America and the Caribbean currently divert lorge 
surns of money to the purchase of petrochemical technologies .and the use of patents. 

10. Petrochemistry has generated ernployrnent in Latin America ond the Caribbean. Seventy 
percent of this employment is skilled labor, and 30% unskllled. In· 1976, petrochernlstrv 
employed 29,500 persons in the region; and it was expected thcit 19,600 direct [obs, and 
136,000 indirect ones, would be created by the end of 1980. However, takíng into account 
the productíon/employment ratio, we see that as production increases, fewer personnel are 
employed: production has increosed by 70-80% and employment by only 20%. 

l l. Energy consumption in the petrochemical industry is quite reduced in comparíson with that 
of other industrial operations. 

iz. The Gnvernment of Mexico manages ali of that country's petrochemical industry. In Brazil, 
the owners of this industry include the government and both domestic and foreign prívate 
enterprises; but PEQUISA -a subsidiary of PETROBRAS, the state oil company- coordinates 

ond develops Brazilian policy in this orea. 
13. Up to now, regional cooperation in the field of petrochemistry has had a North - South 

orientation. More concrete action is. necesory with respect to intra-re:gional cooperotion. 
14. The petrochemicol processes generate environmentol interoction omong the avoilobility of 

a) Conclusions 

CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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l. lt is recommended that petrochemical development be promoted in Latin Arnerica and the 
Caribbean, with a holistic visión which takes into account the interrelotionship of the flncncícl, 
technological, ecological, ond socio-economic ospects. 

2. lt is suggested that the integrated development of petrochemistry and natural resources be 
prometed. 

3. lt is recomended that regional training programs be formulated in order to supply the 
regional petrochemicol industry with quolified personnel, specifically to prepare design 
engineers, plant operators, mointenance workers, managers, administrators, ond salespeople. 
OLADE could contribute to the organizotion and implementation of this training activity .. 

4. Technoloqicol cooperation is recommended on a horizontal level, i.e., among the Latin 
American and Caribbean countries; and it is suqqested that OLADE promote, and serve as 
a mechorusrn for achieving, this objective. 

5. lt is suggested that the initietives of the WCO ond the UN be supported in their promotion 
of the diffusion of technological know-how based on more appropriote designs for potents 
and transfer of technology controcts, 

6. lt is recommended that the real overol! impact of petrochemistry be analyzed with respect 
to the unemployment problem in Latin Americe ond the Caribbean. This action can be 
carried out by the countries with the aid of internetionel orqonizotlons such as OLADE. 

7. lt is recommended that the environmentol vcríoble be included in the petrochemicol 
development process and that a policy be adopted for protectíng the environment and for 
minimizing the petrochemical impact thereon. Thís can be supported by OLADE's octivities, 
by the Office of lndustry within the Ünited Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and by 

UNIDO .: 
8. lt is recommended that a detailed study be done to verífy the possibilities for orienting 

petrochemicel production towards a maximum satisfaction of the needs of the Latín American 
populations. 

9. lt is recommended that o considerable percentoqe of the economic benefits generated by 
petrochemistry be directed towards promoting regional development and towards fostering 
alternotives for the transition to other products that do not depend totolly on the aveilability 
of gas ond oil. 

10. Petrochemical development in Latin Americe and the Ceribbean can fall within the framework 
of intra-regional cooperation. The suitoble · forum for formuleting the strotegies for oction 
already exists: OLADE. lt is recommended that the mandate of OLADE be expended to 
include petrochemical development omong its functions and responsibilities. 

b) Recommendations 

resources,ecology, human health, and the socio-economic reolrn. The ímpcct that such interaction 
fosters should be evaluated qucntitatively and qualitatively, witihin the framework of a 
global perspective. 

15. The petrochemical products hove displaced the use of many natural ones, and, thus, a 
percentage of the employment that depended on related activities, as well. The petrochemical 
products hove also given rise to environmental deteriorarion much greater than that 
generated by certain natural products. One of the consequences of this situation is a 
possible deterioration in human health. 

16. To worry about the quality of the environment does not imply to oppose industrial deve- 
lopment: "Development" and "Environment" are complementary concepts. lt is possible 
to develop a petrochemical industry without jeopardizing the environment. Sufficient in- 
formation exists so as to be able to achieve environmentally suitable industrial development, 

17. Petrochemical products are linked to the satisfaction of certain basic needs such as food, 
shelter, and health.. Nevertheless, only part of the regional population benefits from 
these products; and, therefore, only part of the population is able to satisfy its bcsic needs 
through petrochemical consumption. 
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This idea should be carefully analyzed, however, from the perspeclive of the real situation 
confronted by the NIDC's at present, with stress on aspects such as the reo lities facing these 
countries due to the smoll dimensions of their national markets; the great difficulties in introducing 
themselves into foreign markets and in obtaining financing and adequate technology under [ust 

The petrochemical Jndustry currenlly represents a greot source of income for the countries 
which hove developed it. In the United States, for example, petrochemistry contributed more 
than 5 billion dollars to the balance of trode for this orea during 1978. 3_ Furthermore, this was 
accomplished with o very low energy consumption (!ess thon 5% of the total energy consumption 
in the United States .during that sorne year). The aforesaid suggests that it would be importan! to 
evoluate the possible contribution that petrochemistry could moke to the economies of dependen! 
countries which produce oíl ond gas. 

Petrochemistry has grown quite rapidly, especially of late. World production increosed from 
3.5 mi Ilion tons in 1950 to more than 65 mi Ilion in 1978. 2- This wos principally due to: l) an 
industrialization strategy based on an oil-intensive model -which considered petroleum. as o 
resource which would always be abundan! and cheap- and 2) the advantageous position of 
petrochemical products over natural products insofor as their cost. 

In 1912, W. Burton put into operotion the first commerciol process for the thermal degrodotion 
of petroleum. This operation permitedd the conversíon of fuels with low coloríftc values into more 
combustible gosol i nes. Unti 1 then, the gases em itted duri ng the process of thermal deqrodctlon 
had been burned initially or simply given off into the air. However, in an attempt to utilize these 
gases, severa! companies developed technological processes for their improvement ond recovery, · 
by monufacturing propylene by-products such as acetone. Thus, in 1920, the petrochemical 
industry was born. 

The use of petroleum as a fuel become generalized during the middle of the last century. 
This process was independent of the development of the chemical industry. However, at the 
beginning of the Twentieth Century, the massive use of automobiles resulted in an increased 
demand for gosoline, which at the sorne time fostered more detoiled research on the process of 
oíl refining, in order to optimize the use of gasoline. 

The discovery of benzine encouraged a great amount of research on the chemical noture of 
distilled carbon products. In 1892, acetylene begon to be widely used for two principal applications: 
lighting and obtaining organic chemicals. Later, in 1913, the first large - scale ornrnon¡o plont was 
put into operation. With this event, carbon became the fundamental resource for the chemical 
industry. 

Two important events that occurred in the nineteenth century contributed to the afirmation 
of chemistry os a priority science: the work of Liebig who, in 1834, found benzine in pitch and the 
findings of Caro, in his work with synthetlc dves.t , 

Chemistry is one of the oldest sciences studied by humonity. From the time of olchemists, 
to the oppearance of the scientific method, to the fission of the nucleus of the atom, the study 
of chemistry has permitted humonity to benefü from a knowledge of the properties of matter and 
its changes. Nowadays, chemistry is an indispensable science for many human activities. 

l. lntroduction 
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The notionol economies hove been strongly affected by the combination of the processes 
of world i nflotion and recession wh ich man ifested themselves duri ng the decode of the l 970's. 
Although the magnitude of this impact was greater in those countries with more fragile economies 

The petrochem ica 1 apogee of the l 950's and 60's began to decline as of the l 970's, when . 
severa! problerns -unforeseen in the genesis of this industry- began to become evident. On 
the one hand, the basic inputs of the industry (gas and petroleum) suffered a considerable price 
hike as a corrollary of the so-called "1973 energy crisis". On the other hand, the environmental 
costs associated with petrochemical operations ~especially their effects on human health- begon 
to exert pressure on this industry in order to force it to protect the environment. Both of these 
factors representad economic costs to be absorbed by the petrochernical industry. As a result, the 

. previously displaced natural products returned to the internatiorial markets; and, in addition to 
being able to compete economically with petrochemistry, the natural products seemed to offer 
great environmental advantages over their petrochemicol equivalents. Thls lotter ospect is examinad 
in greater detoil in Chapter V of this study. 

Petrochemistry was strongly stimulated towards the end of the Second World War, as a 
subslilute for the large demand which was generated at that time far products of natural and 
artificial origin. Petrochemical products were very successful, mainly because of the lorge reduction 
that th~ir production costs managed to reach per unil of investment when the concept of econorny 
of scale was introduced. 

Petrochernlstry is an extremely complex industry, far a great diversity of material .imputs 
and sophisticoted processes of technological production ore used in its operation. The basic 
petrochemical products ore distributed among a reduced number of buyers because il is necessary 
to process them · further before they are sold to the final consumers. However, this complexity 
has no! represenled en obstacle to the growth of the industry. 

11. The Petrochemical lndustry 

a) Evaluation at a World-wide Level 

The present study analyzes the petrochemical industry within the global context of development 
in Latín America and the Caribbeon. This investigation uses an interdisciplinary methodology to 
examine the real contribution of current and future petrochemical operations both to the process 
of economic and social development, in general, and to the standard of living of the inhabi- 
tants of the region, in particular. In other words, this methodology of. analysis has been chosen 
so as to take into account technical, economic, physical, ecological, socio-political, and environmentol 
ospects, and so as to emphasize the way in whlch these ospects interact, influence eoch other, 
and generate inter-dependencies. Thus, the contribution of this study lies in the fact that it 
complements those which hove been done previously with a portia! vision. 

Until now, the studies which hove been done on petrochemistry in the NIDC's hove had o 
sectorial -and, therefore, partial- focus. In other words, the tendency has been to examine 
only ospects such as the econornics, engineering, and resources involved. The resulting studies 
are useful, but their conclusions are frequently limited since they are removed frorn the reality 
of the NlDC's. 

ond equ itoble conditions; the effects of more capital-i ntensive technologies, the lack of quolified 
personnel; and the lock of expertise for the sound management of the environment where they 
opera te. 

latín America and the Caribbean hove olready embarked on petrochemical developrnerit. 
Argentina, Brazil, and México are the regional leaders in that regard, ond it seerns that the 
potential for petrochemical development in these and other countries of the region is bound to 
increase during the next few years. 
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"Anderson, V. "World Chemical Outlook," Chemical and Engineering News. December 1979. 
5"Facts and Figures for the Chemical lndustrv" Chemical and Engineering News. June 1980. 
61bid. 

Within the Lotin American ond Caribbean region, Mexico and Brazil are the countries which 
hove most encouraged the petrochemical industry. Other countries such as Argentina and Venezuela, 

b) Evaluation at the Latín American and Caribbean Level 

In sum, the industry is growing in the United States; it has declined in Western Europe and 
Jopan; and the large .oil-producers of the Middle Eost ore working towards an increosed petrochemical 
capacity. The goal of these last countries is to attain 5% of the world petrochemical production 
by 1990. 

The Middle Eastern countries have also begun to promete their own chemical industry. Israel, 
for example, has a highly diversified chemical industry; Qatar has formed an association with 
France to produce low-densily polyethylene; and Saudí Arabia has signed ogreements with firms 
in the United States, Jopan, ond Taiwan. 

In China, the production of sorne petrochemical products has increased considerably. Great 
plans for the construction of ommonia plants for fertilizer production are being implemented. This 
is due to the new policy of the current government, whích has concentrated moinly on agriculture, 
light industries, and textiles. 

The Socialist countries of Europe hove given high priority to the development of the 
petrochemical industry, especially during the 1976-80 period; however, world economic problems 
ond the total externo! dependency of sorne of the co.untries (as in the case of East Germany, 
which imports 100% of its crude oil and 90% of its natural gas from the USSR) hove made ít 
difficult for them to attaín the goals which they had laíd out. 

The case of Jopan is similor to that of Western Europe. Before October 1973, the growth of 
the Jopanese petrochemical industry wos accelerated. Until 1975, production was still increasing 
-although to a lesser extent- but with the rapid increases in oil prices, the high production costs 
resulted in reduced values and even more reduced volumes. Since 1979, the Japanese hove hod 
to recur to importation, especially of naphthas. 

In the Western European countries, petrochemical production grew until l 970 and only began 
to decline as of 1973. Of course, there hove been variations between the individual economies 
of those countries. West Germany and lreland, for instance, experienced hígh growth rotes (4.3 
and 6%) in their economies, while Engfand underwent almos! no growth at ali. The low economic 
efficiencies were due to a cornbindtlon of factors: the rise in the price of energy, unemployment 
growth, and high inflation rotes. Consequently, petrochemical production in Western Europe has 
been more limited in recent years: the petrochemical plants operate at a maximum of 70-75% 
of their installed capacity. Meanwhile, the United $tates exported more than 17 billion dollars' 
worth of chemical products in 1979, o_ third of which (5.4 million) were exported to Western Europe. 

(such as the NIDC's), the petrochemical industry onticipated a considerable overol! decreose in 
its octivities ali over the world. Reolity, nevertheless, proved dífferent. In the United States, for 
example, the production growth rote for the 50 most importan! organic ond inorgonic products 
increosed by an annual 6.1 and 3.2%, respectively, during the 1969-79 period. 4__ Even more,. 
from 1978 to 1979, the orgoníc products íncreased their pr oducrion by 14.8%. :__ During the fírst 
nine months of 1980, production decreased somewhat, but prices rose enough to make the industry's 
total earnings continue increasíng. 6_ 
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81nter-Americon 
Development Bonk. \979 Report: Social/Economic Progress in Latin America. Washington, 1979. 

The participation of other couatries in the region is very reduced in this field: 15% of the 
total Latin American petrochemical production; but it represents an importan! activity in those 
countries which hove undertaken its development, as in the case of Chile, Colombia, Venezuela, 
Trinidad and Tobago, and Peru. 

Of course, it cannot be assumed that the petrochemical industry in Latin America and the 
Caribbean has developed horncqeneously, far there are importan! differences within the region. 
Mexico has perhaps the greatest comparative advantage with respect to the other countries, since 
in addition to having ample oil and gas resources of its own, on !and and ot sea, it has absolute 
control over the petroleum industry; ond this proves quite advontageous in coordinoting, plonning, 
and receiving economic benefits. For that reoson, Mexico .has developed íts petrochemical industry 
more rapidly than Brazil, which has an energy deficit in its oíl and gas supplies, and thon Argentina, 
whose economy has suffered under the effects of a sharp inflation in recent years. However, 
economic analysts ore optimistic and farecast an increased petrochemical demand in the region 
during the upcoming years. 

Obviously, the potential far petrochemica! development in the region is intimately linked to 
the socio-economic situation which the countries of the region must face as a whole and individually. 
The region itself has been severely affected by the "1973 energy crisis". The gross national product, 
which grew at an average rote of 7.2% annually between 1968 and 1974, descended to 4.5% by 
1978. In addition, the fareign debt -which was 36,235 million dollars in 1973 and which had 
grown at an aproxímate rote of 15-25% annually- rose to 109,797 million dollors in 1978, 
equivalen! to a 61 % annual increase as of 1973. ª~ 

Within the world petrochemical scope, the region that will experience the greatest growth 
--outside of the United States and Europe- is Latin America. This is because the growth in demand 
for petrochemical products which has been generated in the region (calculated as 15% annually 
during 1976-81) greatly exceeds the average growth in demand in the industrialized countries 
{approximately 6% annually).7_ 

At the regional level, Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina constitute the principal contribution to 
economic activity and industry, in general, and to petrochemistry, in particular. This is because 
these three countries alone account for 65% of the regional population, 75% of the industrial 
production, and 85% of the petrochemical activities. 

which had begun their petrochemica! development with a relatívely low impulse, are now making 
great efforts towards participating in the petrochemical marke!. 
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The data províded in Chart 2 are aggregate. Jt is importan! to know the infernal structure 
of basic petrochemical production within the region, and Chart 3 contaíns such information. 
Several important observations should be made at this point. The regional pefrochemical production 
experienced an exponential growth similar to thaf observed for the world situation durinq the last 

Concretely, Chart 2 shows that the region contributed fo world production as follows: 4% 
of the ethylene and orthoxylene, 3% of the butadiene, and 2% of the propylene, benzine, 
methanol, and paraxylene. However, this situation should not be considered static, for in cases 
such as that of Mexico ~s we shall see later on- considerable ímpetus is given to this industry. 

Up to 1965, the participation of the NIDC's in basic petrochemical production was negligible, 
except in the case of a few special countries. Approximately 13 NIDC's currently hove an importan! 
basic petrochemical industry, e.g., Algería, Brazil, India, Korea, Mexico, and Venezuela. In arder 
to evaluate the Latín American participatíon in this context, Chart 2 illustrates recent world production 
for the principal petrochemical products. Except in the case of methanol, Latin Americe and the 
Caríbbean constitute the region of NIDC's with the highest !evel of basic petrochemical production. 

Basic petrochemical production has grown rapidly all over the world, especially during the 
last 15 years. For example, during the 1965-79 period, world ethylene production increased 
from 8 to 26 million tons (325%) and that of propylene and benzine increased from 4.4 to 13.7 
and from 4.7 to T 3.3 million tons {3TT and 283% ), respectively. ~ Such sharp increases in 
production are perhaps the highest that the world-wide industrial sector has experienced during 
this period. 

a) Basic Petrochemical Production 

For the purposes of the present study, it has been decided to undertake a detailed exomination 
of basic petrochemistry; thus, we will refer to intermediate and end products only occasionally. 
This decision has been made because the intention herein is to verify the degree to which !he 
initial petrochemical industry has contributed to the process of deve!opment in the Latin American 
and Caribbean region in general, and in certain countries in particular. This focus does not preclude 
providing information and analyses for those countries which only import inlermediate or end 
products, thereby forming a secondary petrochemical industry; but these countries are not considered 
generators of an endogenous petrochemical industry. 

The products embraced by each one of these divisions con be apprecíated in Chart 1, in 
occordonce with the sequence which each basic product undergoes and the various intermediote 
and end products which are obtained olong the way. Chart l illustrates that the petrochemicol 
industry, as a whole, is responsible for a large number of products. lf we add to that the main 
uses of each end product, the magnitude is even greater. However, in speaking of petrochemistry 
in general, we normally refer to the broad categories which correspond to the heading of "end 
products" in Chart l. 

Before analyzing petrochemical production and domestic consumption in Latin America and 
the Caribbean, it is necessary to set forth sorne basic concepts to define this industry. In speaking 
of petrochemistry, reference is made to a large number of products and by-products, which can 
be clossified as follows: 

1) Basic products 
2) lntermediate products 
3) End products. 

111. PETROCHEMICAL PROOUCTION ANO CONSUMPTION IN LATIN AMERICA ANO THE CARIBBEAN 
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In the case of ethylene, far example, Brazil and Mexico are the major producers. Within 
the curren! production capacity of 8.9 million tons of basic petrochemicals, Mexico can produce 
432,000 tons of ethylene per year; and this figure will be notably increased during 1981 when the 
"La Cangrejera" plant begins to process 500,000 tons annually. Furthermore, Mexico's state oil 
company (PEMEX) is no! only working on the new "Morelos" petrochemical complex, which will 

Just as world-wide production reflects a heterogeneous situation, that of Latín America and 
the Coribbean is also quite unbalanced. With the aid of Chart 3, the individual analysis of one 
single chemical permits us to observe this situation. 

four yeors. For exomple, propylene production has increased by 287%, and thot of benzine and 
ethylene by 275 and 271 %, respectively. 

Plostics Phytolic onhydrides 

Polyester fibers Terephthalic acid 
Dimethyl terephthalotes 

Solvents Phenols 

Synthetic fibers Adiplc acid 

Synthetíc Ethybenzine 
Styrene 

4. Butadiene b 

5. Benzine e 

6. Toluene e 

7. Paroxy!ene e 

8. Orthoxylene e 

~Synthesized gas 
Olefins 

e Aromatics. 

Detergents Acrylonítriles 
Docecylbenzine 
Propylene oxides 
Acetone 

b Propylene 3. 

PI as tics Ethylene dichloride 
Ethylene glycol 
Ethylene oxides 
Olefíns 

b Ethylene 2. 

Plastics 
Solvents 
Pesticides 
Herbicídes 

Acetic acíd 
Formaldehydes 
Solvents 

Methaneª 

End Products lntermediate Products Basic Products 

STRUCTURE OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

CHART 1 
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UNEP. Genevci 1979 

a Northern Europe, Southern Europe, and Western Europe, excluding Yugoslavia. 

clatin Americo ond the Caribbean 
8East Asia exc!uding China and Jopan. 
b U.S.A. and Canoda. 

dSoutheost, South-Merídional Asia. 

fOceania, Melanesia, Micronesio, Polynesia. 

(thousands of tons/year) 
------- -- -·~ 

PRODUCTS 
Region or ------~-------~----·-··-······-··-- 

Country Ethylene Propylene Butadiene Benzine Paraxylene Orthoxylene Methanol 

Western Europe a 14, 165 8,020 2, 153 5,802 1,220 848 3,920 

Eastern Europeb 2,955 1,553 340 3,460 327 285 2,513 
North Americo 14,450 7,100 2,270 6,400 1,908 603 4,624 
Latin America c 1,250 514 173 308 75 72 125 
North Africa 120 110 
East and West Africa 
South Africa 200 20 17 
Middle East d 190 40 33 54 
Southeasr Asia 192 100 36 69 17 33 
East Asia8 480 215 77 134 42 585 
Jopan 

f 
4,510 2,800 872 2,550 636 315 l, 164 

Pacific Area 290 80 34 33 
--··-·· .. ··-- ··--· - -------- ·- 

WORLD-WIDE BASIC PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION IN 1977 

CHART 2 

produce another 500,000 tons,12_ but also on the "Laguna de Ostión" and "Dos Bocas" complexes, 
which will hove an annual ethylene production Capacity of 500,000 and 400,000 tons, respectively. 

Brazil is also contemplating considerable growth in its petrochemical industry. Of course, 
the Brazilian situotion is more difficult thon the Mexican one, since Brazil has a petro!eum deficit 
which has to be covered by imports. Brozil has invested enormous efforts ond copita! in its new 
northwestern "pelrochemical pele": Camacari, which promises to be the lorgest integral petrochemical 
operation in the world. 14_ In Comacari, 540,000 tons of ethylene are currently being produced. 
Brazil is about to build its third petrochemical pole in Porto Alegre, in the state of Rio Grande do 
Sul; and that will add another 420,000 tons to the ethylene production. 
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151bid. 
16UNIDO, op. cit. 

The consumption of petrochemicol products in the industrialized countries exhibits a stable 
demand. For Latín America ond the Caribbean, ond for the NIDC's in general, demond has grown 
quite ropidly-despite the effects of the "1973 energy crisis". However, os con be observed in 
Chort 4, in general, the region shows o deficit. for it accounts for 4.7% of the total world 
consumption when its petrochemical produclíon of basic and end products does not even reach 
3.8% 1~ This situation has o definitive effect on local economies. Even, Mexico ond Brozil - 
despite being the lorgest producers in basic petrochemistry- do not manoge to cover their interna! 
demand. In Brazil, for exomple, the importation of chemical products reflecta a l O: l ratio with 

Again, it is fundamental to refer to the global framework in order to understand the Latin 
Ar' .ericon and Caribbean posilion within the framework of world consumption of basic pelrochemicals. 
The curren! consumption of these products depends on the demond which has been generated for 
end products such as plastics ond svnthetic fibers. ínter olio. Chori 4 indicotes the world demand 
for the principal petrochemical end products. lt can be observed therein that the percentoge 
corresponding to the majority of the NIDC's is only opproximotely l 1 % of the total. Latín America 
and the Caribbeon demonded 44% of that figure, with the mosl requested products being synthetic 
detergen Is and flbers (with 20.3 and 19.3% of the total, respectively). 1_: 

b) Basic Petrochemical Consumption 

With respect to basic petrochemícal production in Lotin Americe and the Caribbean, it con 
be concluded that Brazil, Mexico, ond Argentina account for the majority (85%). Venezuela 
participales with a smaller ethylene and propylene production; ond Chile, Colombia, and Peru 
contribute lo an even lesser extent. (See Chart 3). 

CHART 3 
BASIC PETROCHEMICAL PROOUCTION IN LA TIN AMERICA ANO THE CARIBBEAN 

IN 1977 ANO 1980'lª· b 
(thousands of tons/year)2 

p R o O u e T 

Ethylene Propylene Butadiene Ben:zine Paraxylene Orthoxylene Methanol 

Country 1977 1980 1977 1980 1977 1980 1977 1980 1977 1980 1977 1980 1977 1980 
Argentina 55 150 115 35 67 60 140 40 40 20 20 34 114 
Brazil 730 l.080 237 628 115 167 130 250 160 30 110 58 118 
Chile 60 180 40 40 
Colomrga 20 20 10 10 43 43 17 8 8 
México 230 366 137 137 23 17 75 79 35 39 14 16 33 174 
Peru 5 5 
Venezuela 150 550 90 260 

TOTAL 1.250 2.351 514 1.190 173 251 308 512 75 256 72 154 125 406 
ºUNIDO estimotes. 

bThe officio! Mexicon estimoles correspond to the yeors 1977 ond 1979. 
PEMEX, Memoria de Labores 1979. Mexico, 1980. 
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17PEMEX repor!ed thot Mexico exported !07. 7 mi Ilion dollors" worth of petrochern.co+s ond imponed 331.6 n11'i1on douor s' 
worrh in thot yeor. PEMEX. 1979 onnols. Mexíco, 1980. 

18UNl00, op cit, 

l9World Bank. 1980 Report on World Oevelopment. Washington. Augvst 1980. 

-----------~~-~~-----~~---·-· 

Lotin Americo anci the Coribbeon are certainly confronted with hrnirouons in both these 
aspects. On the one hond, the principal regional promoters of basic petrochemistry (Brazil, Mexico, 
ond Argentina) hove kequently had to recur to loans and externa! finc ncinq in order to carry out 
their plans for industrial development. A recen! study by the World Bank affirmed that the 1978 
foreign debt of Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina --as a percentage of their Gross National Products 
(GNP}-- was 28. 7, 15,6, and 6.4%, respectively. ~ This means that the regional situotion for industry 
in general, ond for petrochemistry in particular, depends o great deal on foreign countr ies . since, 
in oddition to the fact lhat the regicn has to import, it olso has to recur to foreígn financio! 
support in order to develop its own local industry. 

The technology used in basic petrochemislry is copitol-inte nsive and quite s ophistico te d. it 
requires that the countries which develop --or intend to deve lop=- a petrochemícol industry hove 
the initial conditions of abundontly ovoilable capital and an adequale infroestructure for the 
developrnent of scientific ond technological research. 

a) Technology and Capital 

IV. PETROCHEMISTRY ANO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICAN AND THE CARIBBEAN 

18UNIDO, op. cit. 
00nly Conada and the U.S.A. 
81ncludes the Coribbean. 

31.61 
l l. 91 
31.68 

4.71 
l. 81 
4.07 
1.31 

l l. 81 
l.01 

Western Europe 
Eastern Europe 
North Americiª 
Lotin America 
Africa 
Asia e 
Pacific 
Jopan 
Middle Eost 

Percentage Region or Country 

C H A R T 4 
CONSUMPTION OF PRINCIPAL 

PETROCHEMICAL END PRODUCTS 
IN 1974LS. 

respect to exportation. Mexico has exported a greot deal, especially arnmonio srrice the 
"Cosolecaque" and "Salamanca" plants entered into operation al the end ot 1978, with productions 
of 445,000 and 300,000 tons, respectively. Nevertheless, Mexico is also experíencing o deficit in 
the balance of trade for its chemical products, and imports sti!I amply exceed exports 
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· Ine Preporation of a Model Conrroct Covering the Licensing of Potents ond Know-how in the Petrochemicol 
F1rs1 Consulation Meeting on Petrochemistry, Mexico, 1979. lndustry, 

·24WCO, OP CIT. 
25UNIDO. 

20UNIDO op cít. 
21Worfd 

Cr.1;yr,ght Orgon,za1io11 ¡WCO). l.or.n American Seminar on Technological lnforrnotion Contoined in Potent 
Documenr:,. t·./:e'}:.1r..o. 1977. 

22United Nations. Se ve oth Extr oor dmorv Period of Sessions. Resolution 3362 (S-Vll), New York, 1974. 
23United 

Noto rv, Ti11r1,eH' Ge neroi Assembly. Resolution 3507 (XXX). New York, December 15, 1975. 

--- ·-··-····-··---·-·-···-··--------- 

b) In tronsferring technology, the capocity far generoting technology should also be transferred. 

a) The licenser should be obligated to permit access to the technological secret or know-how. 

During the first consultation meeting on the petrochemical industry, organized by UNIDO 
(Mexico, Morch 1979), the difficulties that the NIDC's face in acquiring technology were wide!y 
discussed. lt was concluded thot insteod of analyzing the subject of the transfer of technology 
.n an isolated way, the aspects of patents, licenses, and know-how should be considered jointly.~ 
Concretely, the following recommendations were made: 

In accordance with this resolution, the U. N. General Assembly approved the creation of the 
institutional arrangements necessary for the transmission of technology.~ The results of this initiative 
hove not become evident as yet. However, one positive by-product of these activities is perhaps 
the fact that the WCO has proposed that the technology patent documents contain sufficient 
relevan! informotion, so as to provide: (l) technologicol informotion, (2) dota on the patent 
holder, ond (3) costs of the process.24 For the NIDC's, occess to this information would be extremely 
useful in creating their own copacity far research and technology. 

The developed countries ond the developing ones should cooperote in order to estoblish, reinforce, ond 
develop the scientific and technalogicol infrostructure of the developing countries. The developed countries 
should also odopt suitoble meosures, such os contributing to the establishment of o bonk of information on 
industrio! technology and cansidering the possibility of creoting regional ond sectorial banks in arder to put 
ot the dispasol of the developing countries a greoter flow of information which would ollow them to select 
technologies, porliculory odvanced ones. In oddition, the possibility of establishing on internalionol center far 
the exchonge of technologicol information should be studied, in order to shore the resu1ts of reseorch which 
prove of interest to the developing countries. To thot end, during its Thirtieth Period of Sessions, the General 
Assembly should examine institutional arrongements within the United Notions system.'.2_1_ ~. 

There has been much discussion obout the ownership ond control of technology. For sorne, 
technology is a resource which only beJongs to those who hove developed it. For others, technology 
should be an asset available to ali humonity without charge. In its Seventh Extraordinory Period 
o+ Sessions, the United Nations General Assembly approved a resolutíon on international economic 
ond technologicol cooperation and development, the first paragraph of which reads as follows: 

In addition to the lack of capital for industrial investment, technologicol limitations olso 
severely affect the region. Lotin America and the Caribbean divert enormous sums of money to 
the purchase of technology, know-how, design controcts, operation and maintenance of plants, 
and the use of foreign patents. 

UNIDO has estimated thot in 1978 o petrochemical plant with the capacity to produce 
approximotely 400,000 tons of ethylene per year, and sorne l million tons of other basic 
petrochemical products, would cost on the average of one billion dollars in an industrialized 
country. 2_?. lf we extrapolote this figure to the NIDC's the investment would hove to be even 
greater because the infrastructure for ony such development is generally no! very widespread in 
these cou ntries. 
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26The 
!nternatídnal Labor Orqonizotion (ILO) has colculated thot by the middle of the 1970's, there wer e 760 rnillion 

ílliterates ond 300 míllion unemploved in the NIDC's. JLO. Employment Growth and Basic. Needs. Overseos 
Oevelopment Councíl. Praeger Publishíng, 1977. 

271LO. 
Manpower Aspects of Establishing Chemical Industries in Developing Countries. Geneva, 1976. 

26UNIDO, op. cit. 
29The 

prevíous onolysís should not be in!erpreted as an orgument agoínst the regional petrochemical industry. An otrernpt 
is rnerely made to point out the side effects of, a .. development _strategy introduced within a specific reolírv. 

30UNESCO. Formation of Engineers and Environment: Trends and Prospec!_s. París, November 1979. 

The petrochemical industry requires a series of economic, technícal, human, and material 
inputs far its operation. The most importan! material ones ore: (1) the basic resources for 

e) Material Resources 

In 1976, the petrochemicol industry as a whole employed 82,000 people from NlDC's of 
which, 36% (29,500 people) corresponded to Latin Ameríca and the COribbean. Of those 29,500 
workers, approximately 17,000 were skílled loborers and technicians; 3800, administrative personnel 
and salespeople; and only 8800, unskil!ed laborers.~ This means that only 30% of the industry 
contributes to the regional problem of "massive unemployment" (which moinly consists of unskilled 
labor). lt was expected that by the end of 1980, 54,000 additional [obs would hove been created 
within the petrochemical industry of the NIDC's, and 378,000 more in related industries, of which, 
19,600 direct and 136,000 indirect jobs would correspond to Latín Americo and the Caribbean. 
Nevertheless, if we take into account the production/employment ratio, petrochemistry's contribution 
to employment during that period was very low; far while employment ·grew at a rafe of 20% 
annually, the corresponding equivalent production grew at a rote of 80% annually. (See Chart 2). 
With an overol! evaluatíon, it can then be éoncluded that as production increases, the petrochemical 
industry contributes to generating a smaller proportion of employment. In addition, it is obvious 
thct as petrochemical products displace the use of other, natural products -as in the case of 
synthetic fibers and cotton- it is also displacing workers ín the priinary ecoriornlc sector, which 
is very important in the NIDC's.:" · 

Another i mportant aspe et with respect to the ski l led labor demonded by petrochem istry in 
Latin America and the Caribbeon is the fact that wíth an annual growth rote of more than 80% in 
production, the ovo llcbilítv of local skilled labor should be growíng .ot a rote comparable to 
its derriand. According to studies by UNESCO, the volume and experience of such personnel 
(engirieers, administrators, operators, etc.) is currently inadequate to cover the -projected demand.~ 

lt has olready been noted that the petrochemical industry is capital-intensive. lts introduction 
into o regían of the world where rnillions ¿f unemploved or underernployed exist~ is on oction which 
has to be carefully considered. In general, the petrochemicol industry requires an investment of 
US $ 200 ~ 300,000 dollars/job. This in itself represents a serious hindronce far the development 
of the petrochemical industry in Latín Ameríca and the Caribbean. 

A petrochemicol complex needs more highly trained personnel; the ralio beíng approximately 
70% skilled labor and 30% unskilled. The problems involved in training engineers, managers, 
operators, maintenonce specio lists, etc., in arder lo provide such skilled labor is translated into. a 
need far a large investment of resources not reodily available in the NIDC's. 

b) Employment, Human Resources 

These suggestíons ~s those of the WCO~ would certaínly represen! an importont contribution 
to the region. 

e) Dato shou!d contínue to be provided on reloted technological innovatíons. 
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31UNIDO, op. cit. (modified) 
32U.S. Deportment of Energy. Office of lnterna1ionol Affairs. The Role of Foreign Governments in the Energy Industries. 

Washington, 1977. 

The case of Brazil is different from that of Mexico. In Brazil, the owners of the pelrochemical 

Due to the bread nature of its activities, in a country with abundan! resources, PEMEX is 
currently considered to be among the 10 largest companies in the world. lts contribution to 
Mexican development is proportional to its importance. PEMEX pays taxes to the government al a 
rote of 15% for the sale of petrochernicols, 27% for other products, and 38.58% for its sale of 
crude oil, natural gas, and petroleum products.~ lt is calculoted thot the petrochemical contribution 
to Mexico's gross national product is between 0.6 and 0.8 percent. 

d) Control in the Petrochemical lndustry 

The different actors in the basic petrochemicol industry ore governments, transnational 
companies, and local prívate enterprises. These hove different woys of participating in the 
administrotion and control of the industry, according to the ncition in question. In Latin America 
and the Caribbean, vorious situations ore found, as illustroted below. 

In the case of Mexico, petroleum is considered as part of the nationol patrimony and, 
therefore, its administration corresponds exclusively to the State. The functions of the state oil 
company (PEMEX) thus ínclude every thing from exploralion to refining, and all of the basic and 
intermediate petrochemícal activities. Private investment exists only in the secondary petrochemical 
sector, where Mexican participotion has to be at leas! 60% of the total. 

31UNIDO, op. cit. (modified). 

ºBased on the process of nophtha/gas disintegration. 

bBenzine, toluene, xylenes. 

Olefins0 

Methanol b 
Aromotics 

PRODUCT 
Fuel Electricity Steam Cooling water 

106kcal/ton kwh/ton ton/ton m3/ton 

0.3 156 170 
40 230 

2.5 60 1.6 

CHART 5 
PETROCHEMICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

(per ton of product)~ 

Due to the recen! energy price hikes, industry in general, and petrochemistry in particular, 
has made speciol efforts towards conserving energy by implementing more efficient production 
techniques. These efforts hove generally been successful, and the petrochemicol industry now 
consumes less, per unit of production. In 1979, for exomple, this industry consumed 5% less 
energy thon in 1978. 

petrochemical production (naphthas, gas, kerosene, cool, fuel-oil, etc.) and (2) the energy resources 
to be invested in the production process. Chori 5 contains informa!ion in this regard; and it can 
be observad therein that the energy requirements vory according to the product. In general, the 
olefinic products consume more energy than the synthetic gases and oromatics. 
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33Anderson, V. "North American Trade Allionce Goins Support," Chemical and Engineering News. July 1980. 
34Forty-five percent of the Mexicon exportation of chemicols goes to the United States, ond fourteen percent to Conoda. 

As for imports, Mexico and Canoda depend on the United States for 52% and 28%, respectively; while only 5% of the . 
chemical exports of the Uníted States are destined to Mexíco ond Canoda. Chemical Engineering, July 1980, op. cit. 

The development strotegy which has been opplied in Latin Americe and the Caribbean 
during the post thirty years has basically consisted of promoting rapid industriolizotion ond implanting 

V. PETROCHEMISTRY ANO STANDARDS OF LIVING 

The Latín American Energy Orqonizotion (OLADE), in accordance with its founding documeni, 
the Limo Agreement, currently prometes intra-regionol cooperation in the field of energy. This 
forum and its organization could serve os the appropriate mechanism to promete Latín American 
petrochemical development, with the participation of Latín Americons. 

lntra-regional cooperation would be more suitable. The common culture, language, and 
experience of the Latin ·American and Caribbean countries provide initiol conditions appropriate 
for promoting the exchange of technological, ecological, economic, and social experiences. 

From the perspective of the Mexican governement, the implementation of this idea has not 
been warmly received. This is an understandoble ottitude since, in oddition to the feotures of 
the historical relationship between Mexico ond the United States with respect to natural resources, 
the proportions ore so unequol that it would be very risky to suppose that Mexico would benefit 
from such on arrangement. 

e) lnstitutional Participation 
Petrochemistry in Latin Americe and the Caribbean has developed within an extremely 

short time. From 1965 to date, the industry has had progressively greoter momentum. Up lo 
now, the cooperalion which has been achieved in the development of the Latin American 
petrochemical industry has been mainly of a bilateral type omong countries, or else slrictly 
commercial. In the cose of bilateral cooperation, this has occurred mainly between Latin American 
governments and others outside the region -o typicol North-South type of cooperation. 

There hove even been initiatives directed towords formuloting alliances between industriolized 
countries and NIDC's in the field of petrochemistry, os evidenced by the interest of the chemical 
industry in the United States in forming o North American clllonce, composed of the U.S.A., 
Canada, and Mexico,:'. in o trilateral agreement of mutual benefit for these three countries. 
This proposal grew out of the idea of the first country that Conoda ond Mexico desire to develop 
their petrochemical industries further ond that their markets ore dependen!, to a great extent, on 
the United Stotes.~ 

In Argentina, there ore three large centers of petrochemical development: Bahia Blanca, 
San Lorenzo, and Lo Plata. Participation in the ownership is mixed, including both public and 
prívate copita l. 

In Venezuela, an importan! petrochemkal complex has been developed in El Tablazo, Zulia. 
The Venezuelon government created Pequiven (Petroquimica de Venezuela) as a branch of PETROVEN, 
the state oil company, to be in charge of the country's petrochemical development. 

industry include the government and both local and foreign private en!erprises. However, the 
state oíl compony {PETROBRAS) coordinotes and develops the Brozilian policy for petrochernícol 
development through its subsidiary organizotion Petrobros Químico, S.A. Most of the bosic 
petrochemicol products in Brazil ore sold directly to foreign manufacturers who operate in the 
country (Union Carbide, Dow, Hoescht, Dupont, ICI, Rhone Poulenc, et. al.). 
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.35The quantitorive indicotors of rhis growlh cor. be seen in: Economic Commission for Lotin Americe (ECLA). Economic 
Analysis of latín Americe ond the Caribbean. Santiago, 1979. 

36See Exodus 2·.11·12 and leviticus 25: \-7, fo, an explanation of how the Hebrews formulated the sobbatical year, by 
means of which they opplied a degree of er-vironrnento! management to the use of ogricultural solls. 

37in this regard, we hove e!oboroted omply in: Szekely, F, The Environment in Lotin America and Mexico. Nueva 
Imagen (publ.shers ). Méi<.ico, 1978. · 

The definition of "environment" has mainly received two interpretotions. The one, which 
reduces it to its physical dimension (pollutíon), was odopted by the majority of the developed 
countries during the Stockho!m canference. The other, broader defínition considers both the physical 
and social ospects as inseparable elements of erwlronrnent. This definition, mainly adopted by 
the NIDC's, con be expressed as follows:~ "Envíronment'is sum total of the physícal, biologícal, 

The first wor,ld-wide conference on Human Environment took place in Stockholm during June 
5-11, 1972. From among the numerous contri bu ti ons which were made at th is event, it is 
worthwhíle to mention two fundamental ones: (1) the discussion with respect to the global definition 
of "environment" ond (2) the concept of "development and environment". 

Neither the concern about the adequote manogement ond conservation of the environment, 
nor the problems imposed on the sorne, ore new. Historicol evidence demonstrotes thot genuine 
environmentol preoccupation has existed for many years~ Modern man has worried, once ogain, 
about the quality of his environment beccuse its degrodotion generated a boomerang reaction, by 
means of which both the efficiency of converting natural goods into "sotisfiers" and even human 
health were threatened. 

a) Environment 

This idea perhaps seemed very attractive when onalyzed in an isolored monner. However, 
the world itself is more complex, the result of the interaction of mony ecosystems wherein diverse 
interests, behaviors, ond power correlations are expressed. In this regard, it is imperative thot ony 
value ¡udgment made with respect to petrochemistry, or any strategy desíqned for its promotion, 
be preceded by a global onolvsis to study the interoction of the different participants in a process, 
and its effect on them ond their surroundings. A valid way of initiating such an inquiry would 
be to ask: To what extent has petrochemical development contributed to raising the standard of 
living in the region? Whot benefits and problems does the development of this activity carry 
with it? To whot extent are petrochemical products related to the basic needs of Latin Americe 
ond the Caribbean? Is this region prepared to promete ropid industrial development without 
¡eopardizing its environment? The ideas presented below attempt to clarify sorne of these questios 
and to promote ideas far oction. 

The countries with the largesi initial economic resources -and above ali, those nations 
with their own oil and gas reserves- accepted the idea of petrochemical developmenf with a view 
to generating an interna! market, but with the projection and desire of participating actively in 
international morkets. · 

o scheme of import substitution which would everifuollv brinq about econornic self-sufficiency and 
a higher standard of living for the ínhcbltonts of . the region. This strategy was, in. reality, an 
ir:nitative interpretation of the development process which propelled the industriolized countries. 
lts implontction in l.otin Americe, where the initiol conditions were different from those in Europe 
and the United States, also had differeni effects; for although the region grew both economically 
and industrially,:= no wide-scole improvement has as yet been observed in the standard of living 
of the rnojor itv of its inhobitants. · 
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"°For example, the attitude and philasophy of the Sierra Club of the Unifed States and in general, the Ciub de Roma. 

founex, Switzerlond, June 4-12, 1971. Mouton, Peris, 
39United Nations Conference on Developmen1 and Environment. 

1972. 

38UNEP, 
OLADE, UNDP. Energy Alternatives in Latín America: A Study on the Capacity for Using Non·conventional 

Sources of Energy. Quito, Ecuador, 1979. 

Petrochemical products are derived from fossil fuels. As more and more of such products are 
produced, these finite resources are progressively depleted. Two questions lo be posed in this 
regard ore: (1 )whether or not the profits from petrochemistry are being invested in the generation 

b) Health 

The integration of the various forms of evaluation which are expressed quontitatively (q1) 

and qualitatively {q2) therein presents difficulties, because it is hard to combine numerical evaluations 
with others based on quality. Despite this foct, on effort must be made at integration; since a 
consideralion of on!y one or the other would be incomplete. The evaluation of the degree of 
know!edge about each environmenta! interaction (Column 4 of Chori 6) is based on a deterministic 
criterion. A high degree of knowledge (H) is that which can be substantiated scientifical ly (for 
both the physical and social aspects); an average degree of knowledge has sorne scientific elemen!s, 
but not conclusive ones. A null evaluatíon would be something which, despite having been 
identified, connot be scientifically evaluated. 11 can be appreciated in Chori 6 tho! the qualitative 
evaluations ore more abundan! and that on average degree of knowledge prevoils. The conclusion 
is that a lack of accurocy still hínders the development of such an evoluo+ion, os a whole and in 
detail. Nevertheless, this would no! justify failing to act on the basis of what is known, or 
foreseen, to be impor:ant in benefit of the environment. 

In petrochemistry, importan! environmental interactíons can be identified, such as those in 
Chart 6, wherein it can be observed that there is a series of positive and negative impacts, with 
respect to the resources, ecology, health, and degree of economic development which occur in 
an ecosystem. The evoluation of these impacts constitutes a great difficu!ty. On the one hand, 
the environmentol problema hove not been studied in their lotOlity; in fact, there is a possibility 
that sorne of the problems hove not even been identified. On the other hand, there is no conclusive 
scíentific evidence for specific impacts derived from given stimuli. lt is in the scientific field where 
the greatest controversies and differences of opinion exist. Perhaps one woy of obtoining at least 
a general vision of environmenta! interactions within an industrial operation such as petrochemistry is 
by (l) identifying possible impacts, (2) analyzing the methodo!ogy with which this impact can be 
scientifically evaluated; and (3) evaluating the degree of know!edge thot we hove with respect to 
the impoct. An initial inventory is found in Chart 6. 

The concept of "development and environment"is seen os o conservationist attitude apposed 
to economic growth ---------cind definitely opposed to development.j' For others, however, "environment" 
and "development" ore compatible, comp!ementory concepts; This position is, without doubt, 
more appropriote; for in specific cases such os this one, it con be offirmed thot on environmentally 
suitoble development of the Lotin American and Caribbeon petrochemicol industry is possible, as 
long as this deve!opment is undertoken in accordance with ecologica! rotionol ity in the surrounding 
areos ond as long as its premises are directed rowords the satisfaction of the needs of the majorlty 
of the population where such development is being carried out. 

The present study has odopted the latter definition. Thus, when reference is mode to the 
environment, we are not only speoking about pollution, but about resources, developrnent, standards 
of living, etc., as well. 

and natural elements that surround Man, the interactions of these elements among _hemselves and 
with Man, ond the interoctions between Man ond Society. ~ 
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42For a very articulate view of this argument, see: A.O. l ittle lnc. A Report to the Petrochemical Energy Group (PEG). 
The Petrochemical lndustry and the U.S. Economy. Cambridge, Massachusetts, December 1978. 

41 An excellent discussion on thís subject can be found in: Commoner, B. The Closing Circle. Alfred Knopf, New York, 
1971. 

of other resources and in promoting development and (2) what the substitution of natural products 
by petrochernlcols implies. The generation of new energy resources in the region is still in an 
embryonic stoqe. The substitution of natural products has made the countries of the region more 
dependerit on certain resources (oil and gas), whose control .and use escapes the possibilities of 
many countries, making them dependent, and therefore sensitive to the fluctuations of the lnter- 
nalional market and to politicol disputes with respect to this resource. 

A frequent worry of environmentalists is that petrochemistry introduces foreign ma1ter into the 
ecosystem; and since this does not form part of the sorne, it occumulates ond generates environmental 
deterioration. The natural producís. they soy, did not impose this cost to society.~ Others think 
that petrochemistry is really inevitable, since the demond far many products (construction moteriols, 
dothing, etc.) could not hove been satisfied only with natural products.j' h is difficult to prove 

Socio-econom ic Development 

Health 

Ecologica 1 balance 

Resources 

Environmental 
lndicator 

lmpact Form of Oegree of 
Evaluation Knowledge 

Lond use o, Q2 A 
Depredation of resources o.. Q2 H 
Displacement of use of natural 
resources º1' Q2 H 

Environmental quality: cir o.. Q2 H 
water º1' Q2 H 
soil Q,, Q2 H 
sound Q2 A 
floro and 
fauna Q2 A 

Temperature QI H 
Radiation (ionizing) o.. Q2 A 
Quality of human habita! Q2 A 
Occupational health Q2 A 
Public health Q2 A 
Psychological balance 02 A 
Satisfaction of social needs 02 A 
Control and sovereignty o ver 
resources Q2 A 
Employment O,, Q2 H 
National development º1' Q2 A 
Technological dependency o.. Q2 A 
Development and environment Q2 A 

H high N null 

A average 
quantitative 
qualitative 
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43Szekely, 
F. The Chemical lndustry and the Environment, op. cit. 

44ECLA. 
Lotin American Statistical Yearbocik: 1976. Chile, 1977; and the Symposium an the Development of the Latín 

. American Chemicol lndustry. st/ECLA/Conf. 15/1 (Dl. 18). (modified). 
45Resiliency 

is on _ecosyst~m's capacity for returnínq. to .its original state when the environmentol deteriorotion sfimuli 
imposed on it ore suspended. 

Annual Year Annual lncrease 
Production Production % 
(103tons) (103tons} 

942 1974 4028 327 
4.5 1974 327. l 7166 

95.3 1974 499 425 
726 1970 2142. .195 
123 1970 666 541 

1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1959 

Nitrogenized fertilizer 
Plastics 
Synthetic fibers 
Cellulose 
Detergents 

Year Pollutant 

CHART 7 
PRODUCTION OF SOME PETROCHEMICAL END PRODUCTS 

IN LATIN AMERICA ANO THE CARIBBEAN~ 

Chart 8 consists of a list of the principal pollution problems generated by petrochemistry. 
The form of evaluating the effec! that these pollutants hove on the environmental depends on: 
(1) the concentration of the pollutont; (2) the durotion of the stimulus; (3} the ecosystem's capacity 
to disperse the pollutants and its resiliency;~ (4) other activities in the .orea where the pollutanl is 
released; and (5) environmental control prevailing in the ecosystem concerned. Of course, ali of 
these considerations hove ecoloqiol. economic, technological, social, politiccl, health, and industrial 
zoning implications. 

Chori 7 indicates the growth of regional production fo~ sorne petrochemical end products. 
Without being able to preve fully the deqree to which environmentol deteriorotion has occurred 
with respect to petrochemico! production, this informotion provides on indicotor -above all, for 
regions such as Latin America and the Coribbean, where petrochemistry has grown a great deal 
ond where environmental control is negligible. While Chart 7 illustrates the fact that plostics hove 
increosed their production by 7166% between 1957 and 1975, it would be difficult, for example, 
to know how much af this increose corresponded to a concrete pollutont such as sulfuric onhydride 
(S02), or whether the S02 emissions hove clso increosed proportionolly, with .o total occumulotion 
of 7166%. An attempt is simply made herein to indicate that environmentol deteriorotion has 
occurred with a certoin degree of magnitude- in this cose, a high degree.~ A more detailed 
discussion of the environmental effects of petrochemistry with respect to resources ond pollution 
is available in Chart 8. 

either of the two positions conclustvely: However, there is full agreement and evidence thot 
petrochemistry has given rise to environmental degrodalion, and that this is in sorne woy proportionol 
to the volume of production and to the degree of industrial monogement; in other words, to: (l) 
the amount of petrochemical products and (2) the management ond ·environmental. control of 
petrochemicol wastes (in the air, in the water, and on land). 
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"'In this regord, it is recommended thot the reoder see the ILO publicotions, op. cit.; World Bonk. Poverty ond Bosic 
Needs, Woshington, September 1980; Boriloche Foundotion. Cotostrophe or A New Society: A World Model for latin 
Americo. IDRC. Conodo, 1976. 

The petrochemical end products play a very importan! role in satisfying these basic needs, 
as illustrated below: 

A diversity of opinion exists with respect to the definition of whot human needs really are;~ · 
however, there is a consensus insofar os that the bosic needs (those for survival} are food, heolth, 
and shelter (the latter includes clothi ng }. 

The products of the petrochemical industry currently . provide o series of importan! "sctisfíers" 
far modern society, and any change in the volume of production of this industry would affect this 
consumption. Thus, we· can see the importance of onalyzing the relationship between petrochemical 
consumption and the satisfaction of bcsic needs. 

e) Petrochemistry and Basic Needs 

Salid wastes 

Noise 
Odors 

IV. Soil Pollution 

Organic chemicals, heovy metols 
Solids in suspension 
Cooling water (high temperatures) 

111. Sensorial Pollution 

U. Water Pollutants 

Petroleum Wastes (paroffins, olefins, nitriles) 
Leftovers from chemical · reactions 
Spills and tank washing 
Sewoge 

(HC) 
{CO) 
(HCl) 
(NOx) 

Hydrocarbons 
Carbon Monoxide 
Hydrochlorides 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Portie les 
Sulfuric Anhydride 
Sulfuric Acid 

CHART 8 
POLLUTION GENERATED BY THE BASIC PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

l. Air Pollutants 

A detailed analysis of the oforementioned -~on the basis of Chart 8- would be quite 
extensive and would exceed the scope of the present study. A more concrete ospect, such os the 
effect of these pollutonts on health, would perhaps provide a general idea of the mognitude ond 
importance of this type of environmentol deteriorotion. Such an onolysis is found below. 
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47 . 
ECLA has calculared rhar opproxtmotely 50% of Latin America and the Caribbean was receiving an annual per copila 
rncorne ol 112 dollars m 1978. This social sector certainly has no access to rhe consumpfion of petrochemical products. 
ECLA. Economic Survey of Latín America. Santiago, Chile, 1979. 

Chori 9 identifies the effects that contact, ingestion, inhalation, or absorption of primary 
petrochemicols would impose on human health. The stondords indicated therein correspond to 

Currently, there is evidence of health problems, especially related to pollution in the air 
and water and on land. Of course, the pollution which is generated depends on !he inputs used 
far petrochemistry. Herein, we will concentrate on those effects on heolth arising from petroleum 
products in primary petrochemical production. 

When the environmental effects of an anthropocentric transformation ore translated into 
effects on public health in general, the decision-makers give special attention to the problems 
invo!ved. In the primory petrochemical industry, the effects imposed on hea!th main!y foil under 
two headings: occupational health ond public health. 

d) Health 

Although petrochemicol products provide these benefits, it is olso certoin thot they carry 
with them an environmental cost (see the previous section ). No attempt is mode herein to assume 
a position favoring the exclusive use of either natural or petrochemicol products. Both hove 
odvantages and disadvontages in technical, economic, and environmental terms. To reduce the 
petrochemical industry now would imply a considerotion of the following foctors: (1) whether 
petrochemistry is essentiol or not; (2) if it is possible to satisfy the petrochemico! demond with 
natural products; and (3) whot effects this would hove on economies such os those of Brazil, 
Mexico, ond Argentina, which hove invested a greot deo! in this industry. lt is a reolity that the 
industry exists: and its promotion can represent a real contribution to the satisfoction of human 
needs, if in defining such needs the following factors are taken into account: (1) the interoction 
between industry and environment and (2) the porticipation of the population in determining 
these basic needs. 

The intensity with which these products are related to the basic needs of a populotion 
depends on the occess to their consumption. Far Latin Americo ond the Coribbeon, for example, 
only a percentage of the populotion can consume these products;~ however, everybody lives in 
the sorne environment which, when affected, would hove a given social cost. 

Phormaceutical products 
Medical material 
Medicines 

3) Health 

Construction materiols 
Clothing fibers 

piostics 
detergents 
packing 
transportation 

2) Shelter 

Fertilizer production 
Crop drying 
Pesticide production (insecticides, herbicides, etc.) 
Artificial feed 
Food-pocktnq 

1) Food 

Petrochemical Product Basic Need 
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and 

48NIOSH/OSHA. 
Chemical Hazards. U. S. Deportrnent of Heolth, Educotion, and Welfore. Septernber 1978. 

49Arnericon 
Canference of Governmentol Industrial Hygienisf. Threshold Limit Values for Chemical Substances 

Physical Agents in the Workroom Environment with lntended Changes for 1980. Cincinnoti, Ohio, 1980. 

lt can be concluded that primory petrochemistry can generate effects on health such as 
cancer. This suggests that the environmental preventitive measures should be intensified as much 
as possible in order to avoid these side effects. 

ªlnh = inhalation 
Con = .contcct 
lng = ingestion 
Abs = skin obsorption 

bProduces asphyxia 

100 ppm Skin irritation 
and conjunctivitis 

100 pprn Nausea, vomiting 

200 ppm Dermatitis, nauseo 

1000 ppm lrritotion of eyes, 
nose, .ond throot 

b Dermatitis 

b Mucous irritation 

Cancer, in sorne cases. 
Bone marrow destruction. 

lnh, Con 
lng, Abs 

Toluene 

Con, lnh, 
lng, Abs 

Xylenes 

lnh, lng Methanol 

lnh, Con Butadiene 

lnh, lng Propylene 

lnh, Con, 
lng, Abs 

Ethylene 

lnh, Con, 
lng, Abs 

10 ppm Benzíne 

Standard for 
Occupational Health 

Hazards (8 hours) 

Health Effects 
of 

High Concentrations 

Form of 
lngestion 

Primary 
Petrochemical 
Product 

ENVIRONMENTAL DETERIORATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEALTH DUE TO PRIMARY 
PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION~ ~ 

CHART 9 

the work environmental, e. i., the petrochemicol .plont. The standards provided are those limits 
which, íf exceeded during that time period, would represent a potential risk far human heolth. 
Of course, the effects will depend on the initiol heolth of each individual -and this, in turn, 
wíll depend on the eating hcb'ts, amount of rest, socio-economic origin, ond other factors which 
choracterize the person. 
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The complex noture of basic petrochemistry requires that its promotion and regulation in 
Latín America and the Caribbean be undertaken within a global fromework. .soch as the one this study 
has attempted to provide. 

In arder to ochieve the harmonious integration of petrochemistry, development, and 
environment, it would be necessary to consider a development strategy which contemplated: the 
basic initial imputs (gas, oil, capital, technology, skilled labor); the appropriate management of 
the environment; a clear participatory definition of the basic needs of the population; ond an 
adequate long-terms use of natural resources. 

However, petrochemical consumption also generates problems such as financíal and · 
technological dependency, environmental degradation, displacement of the use of certain natural 
products, and the promotion of very select employment (mainly highly skilled personnel). 

The petrochemical industry makes a substantial contribution to the production of a broad
range of goods and products. These goods are related to satisfying the basic needs of populations, 
e. g., food, shelter and heolth. Those who hove access to these petrochemicol products can 
somewhat raise their standard of living. 

By integrating the concepts and informotion examined above, sorne useful reflections can
be formulated. 

e) Petrochemistry, Environment and Development 


